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2 AbstractThis technical report presents a structure for a modular im-plementation of application contexts from the RM-OSI/ISO (Re-ference Model - Open Systems Interconnection / International Or-ganization for Standardization) in which the TP (Transaction Pro-cessing) protocol participates. This protocol provides services tosupport the execution of distributed atomic transactions in the OSIenvironment. The structure presented inuences the implementa-tion of other application contexts.In this text it is also shown the way the upper layers protocolsare being implemented in a didactic communication system calledSISDI-OSI (Sistema Did�atico para o Modelo OSI { Didactic Systemfor the OSI Model) in terms of process con�guration and interpro-cess communication mechanisms. The experiences with protocolimplementations for this system are then commented.1 IntroductionDe�ned as a group of related operations that are executed so that theACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability) properties are gua-ranteed [16], an atomic transaction constitutes an appropriate abstractconcept for the execution of operations on environments subject to faultsand where there is resources sharing, since transactions make errors andconcurrency aspects transparent for the user. Distributed systems in ge-neral are examples of such environments. Atomic transactions executedon such systems are called Distributed Atomic Transactions.TP (Transaction Processing) [16, 17, 18] and CCR (Commitment,Concurrency and Recovery) [11, 12] are the protocols from the referencemodel RM-OSI/ISO (Reference Model { Open Systems Interconnection /International Organization for Standardization) [5] that provide servicesat the Application layer of this model for the support of distributedatomic transactions execution. TP and CCR are based on the Two-Phase Commit with Presumed Abort protocol [22], that is a distributedtransaction commit protocol known from the database area.



3The TP and CCR services can be used for an atomic execution of a setof operations provided by other application protocols. For example, theseprotocols can be used together with RDA (Remote Database Access) forthe atomic execution of operations to access remote databases [14, 15]. Insuch case, the TP and CCR services delimit the transaction and controlits termination, while the RDA services determine the kind of operationsthat constitute the transaction.This technical report presents a logical structure for the implemen-tation of application contexts in which the TP protocol participates.These application contexts are referenced hereafter by TP ApplicationContexts. Then it is described the structure of a didactic communicationsystem called SISDI-OSI (Sistema Did�atico para o Modelo OSI { Didac-tic System for the OSI Model) that is being developed at UNICAMP [21].The implementation of the TP protocol for this system is in progress.Later on it is commented on how some components of this system wereimplemented. The structure for TP application contexts inuences theimplementation of other application contexts.2 Application Layer Structure for TP Appli-cation Contexts2.1 Application Layer Structure as de�ned by ISOIn the RM-OSI/ISO, the active elements that execute functions of a spe-ci�c layer are called entities of this layer. In the Application layer thenthere are Application Entities, refered just by AEs. An AE representsa set of Application layer communication capabilities for the realizationof some communication objective. There are so AEs for the access toremote �les or to access databases in other systems. An AE providescommunication services to Application Processes, or just APs. The APsrepresent the information processing activities of the users of the com-munication system.The services provided by an AE are a composition of the servicesprovided by the ASEs (Application Service Elements) that take part in



4the AE. An ASE represents an element at the Application layer thatprovides communication services for the realization of a speci�c commu-nication objective and comprises the protocol necessary for the supportof such services. There are, for example, the RDA, FTAM (File Transfer,Access and Management), ROSE (Remote Operations Service Element)and ACSE (Association Control Service Element) ASEs, that provideservices, respectively, for access to remote databases, for access to re-mote �les, for the execution of interactive remote operations and for theestablishment and release of application associations (de�ned right be-low). There is also an ASE for the CCR protocol and another for theTP protocol. Two ASEs in di�erent systems exchange data units cal-led APDUs (Application Protocol Data Units) for the realization of theirprotocol.The use of the communication capabilities of an AE and the use of anAP in a speci�c occasion is modelled respectively by an AEI (ApplicationEntity Invocation) and an API (Application Process Invocation). So thattwo AEIs can communicate they must establish previously an applicationassociation, or just association, that represents a context over which thedata exchanges between the AEIs take place.The Application layer structure as de�ned by ISO [13] is shown on�gure 1. On this �gure one can see that an AEI contains objects cal-led MACF (Multiple Association Control Function) and SAOs (SingleAssociation Objects). The MACF component represents functions thatcontrol related activities executed on more than one association. A SAOmodels communication functions and state information related to theuse of just one association. There is one SAO for each association usedby the AEI.Each SAO is further decomposed in a component called SACF (SingleAssociation Control Function) and ASEs. The ASEs in a SAO are theones whose services are used on that association. Since ASEs providespeci�c communication functions, the realization of the activities on anassociation may require the use of the capabilities of more than oneASE. The SACF represents the component of the SAO that controls theinteraction among the ASEs of this SAO and their use of the resources
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Figure 1: Application layer structure as de�ned by ISOprovided by the lower layers. Such resources are, for example, tokensand synchronization points from the Session layer or services for datatransfer. All the lower layer resources are accessed through Presentationlayer services.The ASEs that provide the services used to form the operations to becarried out atomically are called U-ASEs (User ASEs). For an atomictransaction consisting of remote database access operations, for example,the RDA and ROSE ASEs are U-ASEs [14, 15].So that two AEIs can exchange information through an association,they must be aware and follow a set of rules that will coordinate thecommunication. This set of rules is called an application context. Amongthe application context rules are, for example, the determination of whichASEs take part in the association, what are the event sequences allowed(these rules extend the rules established by each ASE individually) andwhich primitives are used to transmit the APDUs to the remote system.The exact application context to be used on an association is negotiatedduring the establishment of the association.The application contexts are used, in a general way, to describe the



6types of services that are provided through an association. For remotedatabase access, for example, there are two application contexts [14]: theRDA Basic Application Context and the RDA TP Application Context1.The former allows atomic transactions to span over just one system, thedatabase server. The latter allows the de�nition of atomic transactionsthat can span over several systems. The TP and CCR protocols partici-pate in the RDA TP Application Context and are used exactly to providethe services for the control of this type of transactions.2.2 Application Layer Structure for TP Application Con-textsThe Two-Phase Commit with Presumed Abort protocol assumes that thesystems taking part in a distributed atomic transaction form a tree struc-ture [22]. The nodes of this tree represent the systems and the branchesof the tree form the communication topology, that is, the determinationof who can send messages to whom. A system can only communicatewith another one that is attached to it by a tree branch. Since TP andCCR are based on this protocol, for their operation it is also consideredthe existence of trees. Two types of trees are de�ned: dialogue trees andtransaction trees (see �gure 2). A dialogue tree contains at each nodea TPSUI (Transaction Processing Service User Invocation). A TPSU(Transaction Processing Service User) represents a user of TP services.TPSUs are considered as being part of an AP. A TPSUI is an invocationof a TPSU, representing the use of TP services for a speci�c occasionof information processing. Each branch of the dialogue tree representsa TP dialogue. A TP dialogue represents a communication relationshipbetween two TPSUIs, and establishes certain caracteristics of this rela-tionship. This concept is by some means analogous to the application1These application contexts, de�ned in [14], are called generic application contexts.In these contexts the parts dependent on the type of database are not speci�ed.To each type of database there will be specializations of these generic applicationcontexts that then will generate complete de�nitions of application contexts. Onesuch specialization appears in [15].



7association concept. A dialogue supports the establishment of new rela-tionships between the TPSUIs called transaction branches. Two TPSUIslinked by a dialogue are not necessarily participating in a transaction.A transaction branch represents e�ectively the relationship betweentwo TPSUIs when they participate in a transaction. Transaction treesare composed of transaction branches. A transaction tree contains alsoTPSUIs as nodes and this tree indeed represents a transaction. Morethan one such tree can coexist over the same dialogue tree (see �gure 2).TPSUI TPSUITPSUI TPSUITPSUI TPSUI TPSUITPSUITPSUI...................................................................................................................................................................................... ..................................................... ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ................................................................................................................................................. ....................................................................................... ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ................................................................................................................................................. ....................................................................................... .................................................................................................................................................. AB C DE F G H Iformed by D, H and I.a dialogue tree. On this dialogue tree there are two transactionThe TPSUIs from A to I and the arcs between them formtrees: one formed by TPSUIs A, B, C, E, F and G and anotherFigure 2: Dialogue and transaction treesThe TP services are used for the construction of the trees and, iftheir user desires, also the subsequent control of the commitment orrollback of the atomic transaction. When a transaction is committed allits operations are executed and the results are made permanent. Therollback of a transaction restores all the data manipulated by it to theirinitial state, as if none of its operations were executed.



8 The user can also use just the TP services for establishment and pru-ning of the dialogue tree and for handshaking and control of a dialogue.This way the own user controls its transactions. CCR services are usedby TP only when the TP controls the user transactions.CCR services are de�ned to be used on just one branch of the tran-saction tree, to control the transaction on that branch. TP services areused to control the whole transaction tree. For this control TP uses CCRservices on each branch. The TP services user, for example, issues justone TP-COMMIT.req primitive (a TP primitive) to request the commit-ment of the transaction. When the TP protocol machine receives thisprimitive, it generates events that cause a C-PREPARE.req primitive (aCCR primitive) to be issued on each association.Examples of TP services are:TP-BEGIN-DIALOGUE used to establish a new dialogue;TP-END-DIALOGUE used to terminate a dialogue;TP-HANDSHAKE used by the TP service users to synchronize theirprocessing;TP-COMMIT used by a TP service user to indicate that it has �nishedall the processing for the current transaction and to request thatthe transaction be committed;TP-ROLLBACK used to cause the rollback of the transaction.The CCR services are:C-BEGIN used to begin a transaction branch;C-PREPARE used by a node (superior) to ask one of its children (su-bordinates) in the transaction tree if it can commit the transactionor not;C-READY used by a subordinate of a node in the transaction tree toanswer its superior that it can commit the transaction;



9C-COMMIT used by a node (superior) to request a subordinate tocommit its part of the transaction;C-ROLLBACK used by a node (superior or subordinate) to force thereturn of the transaction to its initial state;C-RECOVER used to process recovery from faults. TP uses this ser-vice in a transparent way for its user.Figure 3 shows the information ow in TP application contexts wherethe CCR is also used (for the contexts where CCR is not used this �gurewould be modi�ed just by taking out the CCR ASE and its relationships).The full lines indicate the ow of primitives, while the dashed ones indi-cate the ow of APDUs. The services with names started by the lettersTP-, U-, C-, A-, P- and SAF- refer to services provided by, respectively,TP, U-ASE, CCR, ACSE, the Presentation layer and the SACF (see be-low for SACF services). The interactions between the MACF and theTP-ASE are done through the use of services whose names start withAF-, from Auxiliary Functions. These services are used only inside theTP protocol machine.Note that the APs interact just with the MACF, using only TP andU-ASE service primitives. The services of other ASEs, as the CCR ASE,are used to support these services. The TP services are used to specifythe beginning of an atomic transaction and to coordinate its �nal result.The U-ASE services specify the operations to be carried out atomically.From service requests done to it, the MACF interacts directly onlywith the SACF. In the data reception direction also all the primitivesgenerated inside the SAO and from the Presentation layer are passed tothe MACF by the SACF. This is done so that the MACF can control theevents on the various associations and the SACF can control the eventson one association, inside a SAO, performing activities as, for exam-ple, verifying the correct sequence of events according to the applicationcontext.On the data sending direction, the SACF passes the primitives to theASEs to which they correspond. The TP-ASE can send its APDUs either
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Figure 3: Information ow for TP application contexts



11using CCR primitives or passing them to the SACF. The SACF receives,beyond APDUs from TP, also APDUs from CCR and from the U-ASEand send them to the remote system as values of user data parametersof Presentation layer service primitives. The CCR services can also berequested by the TP-ASE or by the SACF just for the control of thetransaction, without sending any APDU as user data.On �gure 3 more than one U-ASE could exist. For example, inthe RDA TP Application Context, mentioned previously, there are twoU-ASEs: the RDA ASE and the ROSE ASE. The AP issues just RDAservices. The RDA protocol uses ROSE services to convey RDA APDUs.In this case, the ROSE APDUs, containing embedded RDA APDUs,are passed to the SACF, that can concatenate them with TP or CCRAPDUs.The ACSE services are used by the SACF in TP application contextsand only these two components can issue Presentation layer service pri-mitives directly. The ACSE uses the services for the establishment andrelease of presentation connections. An application association is alwayssupported by a presentation connection. The SACF uses the other Pre-sentation services. When the SACF receives primitives coming from thePresentation layer, it extracts the APDUs in the user data parameter (ifany) and sends them to the adequate ASE.The TP protocol speci�cation de�nes the actions to be carried outby the TP-ASE, the MACF and the SACF components. The TP-ASEhas as functions just to creat APDUs, as a result of the issue of a TPprimitive by the TPSUI (that causes an issue of an AF- primitive by theMACF), and AF- primitives, generated as a result of the receipt of anAPDU coming from the remote system. The SACF controls the eventsthat take place in the SAO while the association is being used to supporta dialogue (or channel, as it will be de�ned later) as also while it is notbeing used. The SACF functions will be better described later. TheMACF controls the events related to the atomic transaction control forthe realization of the Two-Phase Commit with Presumed Abort protocol.Note that this is the main part of the TP protocol. It is done by theMACF and not by the TP-ASE because the function of the Two-Phase



12Commit with Presumed Abort protocol is indeed the control over eventsresulting from the communication with various systems, that in the RM-OSI/ISO is represented by events that happen on various associations.The MACF also serves as interface between the AP and the SAOs.In the following sections, 2.3 to 2.7, it will be presented a logical struc-ture for the implementation of TP application contexts. The structureis de�ned by a re�nement of each component of the Application layer.Aspects of implementations already done are commented on section 3.2.3 Structure for MACFsConceptually the MACF functions can be considered as being structuredinto the components shown on �gure 4. The Info component representsthe informations that are necessary for the control of the related activitiesexecuted on the associations or arisen from this control. Such kind ofinformations can be, for example, informations about the global stateof the atomic transaction and informations about primitives or �elds ofpreviously sent or received primitives.MACF SAOActivitiesControl WholeTransactionControl SACFPrimitivesControl ErrorControlInfo Figure 4: Structure for MACFsThe Whole Transaction Control component represents the handlingof events related to the global activity executed on the several associa-tions, that is, the control of events that are concerned with the wholetransaction. For example, as was previously commented, the issue of aTP-COMMIT.req primitive by a TPSUI on an intermediate node cau-ses the TP protocol to send informations to each of its subordinates,



13i.e., causes activities to be done on all the associations controled by theMACF. This primitive then relates to the whole transaction.The SAO Activities Control represents the handling of events relatedto just one branch (association) but that depends on or inuences theglobal state of the activity. For example a TP-BEGIN-DIALOGUE.reqprimitive can not be issued during the termination phase of a transaction(depending on certain conditions). Although this primitive relates tojust one association, the sequencing control for its issue depends on theglobal state of the transaction (the state on which the transaction is).Conceptually one can consider that there is one instance of the SAOActivities Control component to each SAO.The SACF Primitives Control represents the treatment of primitivesthat refer to a SAO as a whole. The TP protocol de�nes two suchprimitives:1. SAF-DETACH-ASSOCIATION.req: used by the MACF to tell theSAO that this SAO is no longer needed to be controled by thisMACF; and2. SAF-ASSOCIATION-LOST.ind: used by the SAO to tell theMACF that the association is no longer controled by this MACF.This primitive is issued when a problem is detected with the associ-ation, as, for example, the abrupt release of the association causedby a communication error (for instance the detection of a protocolerror in any of the lower layers).The SACF Primitives Control component handles then the issue of aSAF-DETACH-ASSOCIATION.req primitive and the receipt of a SAF-ASSOCIATION-LOST.ind primitive. Conceptually one can also consi-der that there is one instance of such component for each SAO controledby a MACF.The Error Control component controls events indicating error on anassociation. These events can cause actions to be carried out on otherassociations. For example, when it is detected an association abort,



14depending on the global state of the atomic transaction, the whole tran-saction must be rolled back. This means that informations must betransfered on several associations to coordinate a consistent terminationof the transaction on all the systems that participated in it.This MACF decomposition intends to clarify the understanding ofthe activities speci�ed in [18] for the MACF.2.4 Structure for SAOsBy considering the functionalities present on the association establish-ment process, it is convenient to decompose a SAO in two components:the Association Establisher and the Application Context Speci�c Part(�gure 5). ASESSACFAssociationEstablisherSpeci�c PartContextApplicationFigure 5: Structure for a SAOThe Association Establisher component is the responsible, as its ownname indicates, for the establishment of associations. This componentis considered to be part of the SACF, because the association establish-ment procedure can require interactions among ASEs and the controlover resources provided by the lower layers, what are SACF functions.At association establishment phase, the speci�c application context tobe used on the association is negotiated. One of the functions of theAssociation Establisher component is to execute this negotiation, andtherefore it must know which contexts the AEI supports.



15The Application Context Speci�c Part represents the functions tocontrol the interactions among the ASEs and the use of the resourcesprovided by the lower layers, according to the speci�c application contextnegotiated.In an implementation it is very useful to really consider this functionof SACFs. As it represents the realization of the rules of an applicationcontext one can consider to have separate implementations ofApplicationContext Speci�c Parts, one for each application context supported by thesystem. An implementation of one of these components would containthe code to carry out the functions associated with this component thatare related to the speci�c application context it represents. After havingnegotiated the application context to be used on an association, theAssociation Establisher activates the appropriate Application ContextSpeci�c Part.This implementation structure suggests therefore that the implemen-tation of a given ASE should be done considering the activities of theprotocol that are dependent on application contexts and those that arenot. By letting the SACF do all the application context dependent ac-tivities (in its Application Context Speci�c Part) the ASEs implementa-tions become very modular, being able to be used on many applicationcontexts in a transparent way.For the CCR protocol implementation, for example, the CCR ASEdoes just APDU and primitive generation, caused respectively by theissue of primitives by the user of the ASE and by the arrival of APDUsfrom the remote system, and the control of events sequencing rules. Thecontrol over the sequential numbers and token possession is done bythe SACFs, because it depends on the use of these resources by otherASEs that can take part in the application context. This control is thendependent on the application context used.



162.5 Structure for the Application Context Speci�c Partof SACFsTo provide a scheme of the functions realized by the Application ContextSpeci�c Part of SACFs, the decomposition showed on �gure 6 was done.The Info component represents informations necessary for the control ofthe SAO or arisen from this control. Informations of such kind may be,for example:Info DialogueEstablisherSACFPrimitives AssociationControlerRouterApplication Context Speci�c PartHandler MapperLower layersResourcesControlerConcatenator /DeconcatenatorFigure 6: Structure for the Application Context Speci�c Part of SACFs� state information about the global activity executed in the SAO.The TP speci�es states for the SAO in order to detect protocolerrors. The SAO is, for example, in the Free state when the asso-ciation is just established or when it is not in use; the Busy staterepresents the period between the dialogue establishment and theliberation of the SAO by the MACF (use of the SAF-DETACH-ASSOCIATION.req primitive); and there are other states that de-�ne more speci�c phases as Bidding, that is the state of a SAOwhen it is processing the Bid Mechanism (see below) or the Straystate, that de�nes the period during dialogue establishment whenthere is no Bidding;



17� information about token possession, parameters of primitives pre-viously sent or received, the current sequential number for thesynchronization numbers, among others, that inuence the SACFoperation or are used to �ll in parameters of Presentation servicesprimitives.The Association Controler represents functions that analyse eachevent that takes place in the SAO and control the necessary actionsto be performed. For example, controls the sequencing rules of eventsconsidering all the ASEs present in the SAO.The Dialogue Establisher represents functions for the establishmentof a dialogue. A dialogue is a relationship that is created over an as-sociation. TP speci�es two such dialogues: dialogues for the executionof a transaction branch, called simply dialogues, and channels, that aredialogues for doing recovery from communication and application faults.The Dialogue Establisher component controls the Bid Mechanism whenit is used to establish a dialogue. This mechanism is used to prevent theoccurence of collision at dialogue establishment time.The SACF Primitives Handler treats the primitive SAF-DETACH-ASSOCIATION.req, de�ned above. This primitive has an argumentwhose value determines certain events that can still happen on the as-sociation (arrival of APDUs) but that are not to be considered as errorsby the SACF. The SACF controls the association while not in use by adialogue or channel.By the interaction scheme among the components of the SAO shownon �gure 3, the APDUs from the ASEs (except ACSE APDUs) are sentto the SACF for transmission. During data receptions, conversely, theAPDUs are sent by the SACF to the ASEs. This scheme results fromthe fact that the TP application contexts allow for concatenation of AP-DUs, so that these APDUs can be sent together as user data of justone Presentation service primitive. A concatenation can involve AP-DUs from just one ASE but also APDUs from diferent ones. The rulesspecifying the allowed concatenations are speci�ed individually by eachASE, but there are also rules speci�ed by the application context. These



18application context rules extend the ones from each ASE. The Conca-tenator/Deconcatenator component represents these functions. All theASEs send their APDUs to the SACF. The SACF can then concatenatethe APDUs according to the rules of the application context being used.The mapping of the APDUs, concatenated or not, into the user dataparameter of Presentation layer service primitives to be sent to the re-mote system also depends on the speci�c application context being used.The speci�cation of ASEs determines the primitives that must be usedto transfer their APDUs, but the concatenation process can alter thechoice of the Presentation primitive. The Mapper component representsthe functions to choose the appropriate primitive, according to the con-catenations done (if any) and the application context used. This com-ponent also �lls in the other parameters of the Presentation primitive.The control over lower layers resources are necessary to it.The Router component represents the functions of determining theright component that must treat a CCR or ACSE primitive generated bythe receipt of an APDU from the remote system. This component sendsthe primitive to the TP-ASE or to the MACF, depending respectivelyon if the primitive contains TP APDUs as user data or not.The Lower Layers Resources Controler represents the functions tocontrol aspects of use of lower layer resources as tokens and synchroni-zation points. Such resources are provided by the lower layers throughPresentation layer services but the semantics attributed to them and thecontrol of their use are determined by the Application layer. For examplethe Session layer provides mechanisms for setting synchronization pointsin the dialogue but is not concerned with the state information associ-ated with each point. It is Application layer responsibility to maintainthe necessary state information for doing resynchronization. For thesepoints the Session layer services just provide means for setting them andto indicate resynchronizations.Because more than one ASE can make use of such resources, theSACF must control the use of the primitives that a�ect them. Therefore,for example, the control over token possession and the sequential numberfor the synchronization points are done by the SACF, determining then



19the changes on the values of the variables speci�ed in [6] (variable V(A),V(M), V(R) and Vsc) for the control of these sequential numbers andthe issue of service primitives related to these synchronization points.Doing the implementation this way results in the ASEs doing nothingabout this control.2.6 Structure for AEIsAn AEI for atomic transactions support has the structure depicted on�gure 7. On this �gure a set of MACFs is depicted, each one controlinga set of SAOs. There is also another set of SAOs under the control of acomponent called Free Associations Controler.INFO SAO SAO SAOSAO SAO SAO SAO SAOSAOAEI MACFMACF Free Associations Controler. . .. . .Figure 7: Structure for AEIsThe latter set of SAOs represents associations that are established,but that are not being used at the moment. It forms a pool of availableassociations. The existence of such associations is useful for e�ciencyreasons, because associations already established can be reused. Insteadof releasing an association, the AEIs can keep this association establishedfor use in the future. For example, it would be useful to maintain associa-tions with a system if this system participates frequently in transactionsthat use the same application context. This happens, for example, ina bank environment, where customers make many similar transactions



20(to take money out from accounts at the same bank agency, for exam-ple) at a bank terminal daily. The associations would not have to bereestablished at each time of use.The Free Associations Controler represents functions to grant soli-citations of associations to support new dialogues made by the MACFsand to control the set of associations when they are not being used. Itrepresents also the functions to attach a SAO from this set to a MACF,when the dialogue establishment is requested by the remote system. TheFree Associations Controler is not considered here to be a MACF, be-cause the associations under its control are inactive, and, therefore, cannot have activities related that must be controled. It represents just alocal management function.In the document that de�nes the TP protocol [18] a Channel ProtocolMachine (CPM) is speci�ed. This protocol machine is considered asbeing a MACF that controls the establishment and release of channels,used to recover dialogues in the event of faults. The functionalities ofthis machine are however modelled here by the Error Control componentfrom the MACF, by components of the Application Context Speci�c Partfrom SACFs and by the Free Associations Controler.2.7 Structure for AEsIn order to consider addressing aspects, an AE was structured in the wayshown on �gure 8. Associated with the invocations of an AE appearsa module called AEI Selector. This module carries out functions todetermine an AEI to treat an association establishment request made bya remote system. During an association establishment, the presentationaddress of the AE with which the association is to be established must benecessarily provided by the system that requests the establishment. Thisaddress does not determine, however, an AE invocation. The associationestablishment requestor can, optionally, provide informations about aspeci�c AEI or API with which the association is to be established. If sothe AEI Selector module directs the establishment request for this AEI.If they are not provided, this module is responsible for determining an



21adequate AEI to treat the request (or to request the creation of a newAEI). This determination is done based on local system decisions. If therequest can not be accepted at this level of AEI selection this moduleanswers negatively to the remote system. Note that this module interactswith the ACSE, because the informations necessary for the selection ofan AEI (informations about APs, AEs, AEIs and APIs) are transmitedon APDUs of this protocol. The ACSE ASE receives these APDUs andissues primitives to the AEI Selector module.
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223 Implementation Aspects: the SISDI-OSIAn RM-OSI upper layers implementation is being developed at UNI-CAMP (Universidade Estadual de Campinas). The objectives of thisimplementation is to have a didactic communication environment to beused in computer network courses, to serve as a basis to gain experiencein protocol implementation issues and to build a platform for the de-velopment of certain types of applications as, for example, ODP (OpenDistributed Processing) [27] systems.This system is called SISDI-OSI (Sistema Did�atico para o Modelo OSI{ Didactic System for OSI Model) [21] (�gure 9) and its project includesthe implementation of all the Presentation and Session layers functio-nal units, an interface that maps the Transport Class 4 services ontoTCP/IP, and, at the Application layer, the following protocols: ACSE,CCR, ROSE, TP, RDA, DS (Directory Services), NM (Network Mana-gement) and MMS (Manufacturing Message Speci�cation). Although itdoes not appear in the RM-OSI/ISO, SISDI-OSI includes also an imple-mentation of the MMS Application Program Interface, as de�ned by theMAP/TOP project [20]. So that the user of SISDI-OSI can access thesystem, it is de�ned an interface that allows the user to submit APs or in-dividual services and to observe the e�ects on the system in all the layers.An ASN.1 compiler [8] [24] was developed that, from ASN.1 descriptionsof PDUs2, generates data structures in the C language that can be usedin the protocols implementations. This compiler also generates codingand decoding rotines to be used at the Presentation layer. SISDI-OSIis a second version of a system called SISDI-MAP (Sistema Did�atico doProtocolo e da Interface de Aplica�c~ao MMS do MAP { Didactic Systemof the MMS Protocol and Application Interface from MAP) [23]. SISDI-MAP had been implemented in IBM-PC compatible systems, under DOSoperating system, using a real time kernel to provide a multitasking en-vironment. SISDI-OSI is being reprojected, now for the UNIX environ-2A PDU (Protocolo Data Unit) is a data unit exchanged between entities from thePresentation layer or from the lower layers. This term can also be used, as it is thecase, to refer to PDUs or APDUs generically



23ment and it is being developed at SUN workstations. SISDI-MAP hadjust a very small part of SISDI-OSI........................................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............................................................................. . . . . . . . . .............................................................................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............................................................................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............................................................................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......................................
NM AP APMMS DS RDATP APAPAPAPI ROSEUSER OPERATION INTERFACE

ASN.1ACSE CCRINTERFACETCP/IPPresentation layerSession layerFigure 9: SISDI-OSI3.1 General Implementation SchemeBecause it is a didactic system, SISDI-OSI is structured more based onsimplicity aspects than on e�ciency issues. The scheme for the imple-mentation of protocols (ASEs, MACFs, SACFs and Presentation andSession protocols) for this system is shown on �gure 10. Each proto-col is implemented as an independent UNIX process, that simulates itsinstances of use internally (for example, by using tables). To receive



24messages, that can be service primitives, APDUs or control primitives,each process has just one queue, whose address is known by the otherprocesses which must send messages to it. The messages can be selectedby type, although this functionality is currently not used. Each processis also attached to a memory area that is shared by all the protocols.This area contains a bu�er used to store the contents of primitives andAPDUs...... ... ................................................................................ ............................
.................................................... ...................................... ..........................................................................................messages queue messages queueSharedMemory(Bu�er)A BProcess(protocol 1) Process(protocol 2)Figure 10: Structure for protocol implementationThe queues and shared memory area were implemented using me-chanisms for interprocess communication from the UNIX System V, res-pectively Messages and Shared Memory [2, 26]. When a process mustsend a message to another process, it allocates an area in the bu�er,writes the contents of the message in this area and puts a message in thetarget process queue. The structure of this message, exempli�ed by thecase of a CCR C-COMMIT.req primitive issue, is shown on �gure 11.The message contains a �eld to identify the protocol instance to whichthe message is related (invoc id �eld); a �eld to indicate the protocol towhich the message relates (component �eld { in this example, because itis a CCR primitive, this �eld has the value CCR); a �eld to identify if the



25message contains PDU or primitive data (info type �eld); and a pointerto the area at the bu�er where the data are really stored (info ptr �eld).The primitive parameters are stored in a region of the bu�er and the�rst �eld of this region is an integer value that determines the type ofthe primitive (or APDU).... .. .................................................................................. ................................................................................ .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ............. .......... .......... .......... .......... ................................................8 primitive parameterstype (C COMMIT.req)indicates the primitive
4 CCR .invoc id component info type info ptrPRIMITIVE... ... ..... ... .. .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................CCRprocessBu�er (Shared Memory)Figure 11: Structure of the messages that are put into process queuesThe simulation of instances of use of each protocol is done accor-ding to the language used for the implementation. The ACSE ASE, forexample, was implemented in C. The simulation of the instances wasdone then using internal tables, that maintain the state for each indivi-dual instance of use. The CCR implementation, by its turn, was doneusing ESTELLE [10], that is a Formal Description Technique de�nedby ISO, and a compiler that translates an ESTELLE speci�cation intoC code [1]. The simulation of the instances was done then by usingESTELLE module instances. In every case, however, the instances aresimulated internally in an UNIX process and the messages that arrive atthe queue are treated according to the invoc id �eld, shown on �gure 11.



26 The Semaphore mechanism from UNIX System V [2] is also used, tocontrol concurrency in accessing the bu�er area. The pattern of use of thebu�er by the protocols from the RM-OSI model implies that concurrencycontrol is only necessary during allocation and deallocation of bu�erareas, because these procedures change bu�er management data. Afterhaving been allocated in the bu�er an area will not be read or writtenconcurrently, but by one protocol at a time. This means that it is notnecessary to control concurrency during reading or writing of allocateddata.When a message is sent to a protocol the sending process must spe-cify the invocation identi�er of the recipient process that the messagerelates to. Inside a SAO a given invocation identi�er is used on all theSAO components to identify the same association. By the same waythe presentation and the session connection that supports an associationhave all the same invocation identi�er. Inside a SAO and at the Pre-sentation and Session layers therefore a process that receives a messagewith a given invocation identi�er just send any APDU or message withthe same invocation identi�er.The MACF however must control the invocation identi�ers relatingto the associations it controls. An appropriate project for an ApplicationProgram Interface [19] for TP application contexts should consider thiscontrol. Note that the notion of Application Program Interfaces doesnot exist at the RM-OSI, but it is encouraged here. The system mustcontain a mechanism to allow the reutilization of invocation identi�ers.3.2 Message StructuresThe message structures for the Application and Presentation layers weredeveloped in such a way to be according to the data structures genera-ted by the ASN.1 compiler used in the system [24]. The C structuresgenerated by the compiler de�ne the way the data must be structuredso that the rotines are able to code the outgoing data into BER (BasicEncoding Rules) [9]. BER are the codi�cation rules to be used for allAPDUs and PDUs from the Presentation layer in SISDI-OSI. For the



27outgoing data the coding rotines encode the data from the C data struc-tures into BER. For incoming data the decoding rotines process the datain BER and transforms them into the C data structures.The C data structures generated by the processing of the de�nitionsof an application protocol APDUs can be included in the code for thisprotocol, giving already the declaration of such APDUs. As many pri-mitive parameters are directly mapped on APDU �elds and vice-versa,the C structures generated by the ASN.1 compiler are also used to struc-ture primitive parameters. The primitive parameters have the same typedeclaration as the APDU �elds into which they are mapped.Primitive parameters that are mapped into presentation PDU �eldsare processed in the same way, because the Presentation layer PDUs arealso processed by the ASN.1 compiler, since the encoding rules de�nedfor this layer is also BER [3]. Primitive parameters that are mappedinto Session PDU �elds or that are not mapped into any PDU �eld arede�ned by the protocol implementor.The structure for primitives and PDUs was done in such a way tofollow exactly the data structures generated by the ASN.1 compiler andto avoid data copying. The informations that go in the messages thatare put into the queues of the processes are just data to identify the typeof message and the address where the contents of the message are (see�gure 11). The major part of the message, that is its contents, is putinto the bu�er in the shared memory. The protocols that must accessthem, do it just by manipulating pointers.The use of pointers provides a very exible way to perform APDUconcatenations. The SACF identi�es the ASE of each APDU and �llsin �elds at the user data parameter of Presentation service primitives.These �elds allow the SACF to specify the presentation context to beused to codify each APDU. This constitutes one more SACF functionthat hides this control from the ASEs. A detailed explanation of thedata structures used appear in [25].The coding rotines at the Presentation layer receives all the APDUsto be coded in a tree structure together with a Presentation layer PDU.The compiler then allocates an appropriate area in the bu�er to put the



28result of the codi�cation. If the area is not big enough another one isallocated and both are linked by using a pointer. The coded data at thelower layes are treated as a linked list of the bu�er areas that containthem.An interesting aspect of the data structure used is that when the pri-mitives, APDUs and Presentation layer PDUs are stored in an area atthe bu�er, the �rst �eld of this area is an integer that identi�es the typeof the primitive or PDU (see �gure 11). The remainder part containsthe primitive parameters or the PDU �elds. By using pointers, when aprimitive and PDU have correspondent parameters and �elds, the trans-formation of one into the other is made just by changing the value ofthis integer �eld. This avoids data copying.The de�nition of types for parameters of primitives from the Sessionlayer and for the transport primitives implemented (as mentioned above,just an interface to the TCP protocol was done) is also done in a wayto facilitate the conversion into PDU �elds, but the ASN.1 compiler cannot be used, since the codi�cation rules used in these layers are not BER.3.3 Synchronization AssumptionA useful assumption that was made for the implementation of appli-cation contexts is to synchronize the processing of all the componentsof a SAO and the Presentation and Session layers. This synchroniza-tion is intended to not permit parallel execution of these componentsfor the processing of events related to an association and the supportingpresentation and session connections. Parallel execution of activities re-lated to di�erent associations and presentation and session connectionsis however allowed.If synchronization is not supposed the implementations get muchmore di�cult due to state inconsistencies that can happen among thecomponents. One such situation occurs for example when sending theCCR APDU C-ROLLBACK-RI [12]. This APDU is mapped in theuser data parameter of P-RESYNCHRONIZE primitives. The follo-wing scenario can happen during a collision of P-RESYNCHRONIZE



29primitives (�gure 12). On �gure 12a the C-ROLLBACK-RI is sent tothe SACF for transmission and the Presentation layer sends a primi-tive P-RESYNCHRONIZE.ind to the SACF, containing, as user data,another C-ROLLBACK-RI. The SACF treats �rst the APDU that co-mes from the CCR ASE and sends this APDU as user data of a P-RESYNCHRONIZE.req primitive (�gure 12b). A collision then occursat the Presentation layer (�gure 12c). This collision is resolved by Sessionlayer rules and depends on the value of the synchronization point num-ber, that is a parameter of the P-RESYNCHRONIZE service primitives,and on which AEI has requested the establishment of the association[7]. The SACF then would have also to determine the result of the col-lision, in order to consider the primitive P-RESYNCHRONIZE.ind, andto decide either to send the APDU to the CCR, or to descard it. Theimplementation of the SACF then gets more complicated and there isduplication of activities. With the assumption of synchronicity the out-going and the incoming events would happen serially, keeping then stateconsistency among the SACF and the Presentation and Session layers.This synchronization assumption can be implemented using a queueto store messages to the SACF and to the session entity. This queueshould be managed by a component that would control the sending ofmessages to these components depending on the use of the associationand its supporting presentation and session connections. Although thissynchronization assumption implies mechanisms to indicate when a newmessage from this queue can be sent to the SACF or session entity, it isbeing considered that this mechanism is easier to be done than to con-trol problems analogous to the one described above. The synchorizationassumption is also useful because the implementations become clearerand then more probable of being correct.The lack of synchronization between an ASE and its user may causealterations to be done in the protocol state table. The ASE can, forexample, treat an user primitive just after treating an APDU receivedfrom the remote system. If the issue of the primitive was correct if theAPDU was not arrived but incorrect after it, the user would not havea way to know if it can or not issue the primitive. The synchronization



30 P-RESYNCHRONIZE.ind(C-ROLLBACK-RI).. ................................................................................................................................................................................. ...................................... ................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ...................................... C-ROLLBACK-RISACF CCR(a) (waits for P-RESYNCHONIZE.rsp)PRES
CCRSACFP-RESYNCHRONIZE.ind? APRES(c) P-RESYNCHRONIZEcollision!

P-RESYNCHRONIZE.req(C-ROLLBACK-RI)P-RESYNCHRONIZE.ind(C-ROLLBACK-RI)............................... .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ......................................(b)SACF CCR
(waits for P-RESYNCHONIZE.rsp)PRES

Figure 12: Example of a collision caused by lack of synchronization bet-ween components



31assumption eliminates this problem for the ASEs whose service user isinside a SAO. If the user can not (or should not) be synchronized with theASE then the problem continues and perhaps modi�cations to the statetable must be done. [25] describes the modi�cations done for the CCRstate table for the cases where a synchronization could not be assumed.3.4 SAO MountingThe implementation structure suggested on this technical report tries tomake the implementation of the Application layer components as muchmodular as it is possible. After the Association Establisher componentestablishes the association and determines the application context to beused on the association, it activates an appropriate Application ContextSpeci�c Part. This component contains all the informations about theapplication context negotiated and processes the SAO mounting.In this process theApplication Context Speci�c Part component sendsto each ASE that takes part in the application context the informationsnecessary to \con�gure" the ASE for this application context. The in-formations are, for example, the queue identi�er of the process to whichthe ASE must send its primitives, the queue identi�er of the ApplicationContext Speci�c Part in order to the ASE to send its APDUs and somespeci�c informations dependent on each ASE. For the CCR, for example,it is sent the title of the remote AE. This information is necessary forthe issue of one of its primitives (C-BEGIN.ind) [11, 12].4 ConclusionThe objectives of this technical report are to try to give a structure forapplication contexts that contain the TP protocol so that they can bebetter understood and to show the general structure for the implemen-tation of these application contexts in a didactic communication systemcalled SISDI-OSI.The de�nition of functionalities to each component was done conside-ring their precise de�nitions in order to obtain a very modular structure



32for the implementations. The presented structure suggests to isolatethe application context dependent activities of application protocols inSACFs (in the Application Context Speci�c Part). In this way the im-plementation of the ASEs can be just \con�gured" and then can be usedon any application context that de�nes this ASE as a participant. Byusing these con�gurations, the structure then is also useful for the im-plementation of other application contexts. This would make a genericstructure for the implementation of a very complex Application layerand seems to bring great exibility to the implementation.The use of the C data structures generated by the ASN.1 compilerhas been very practical in the implementation of the protocols and givesa very exible way to treat concatenations of APDUs. The fact thatthe coding rotines receives the APDUs and Presentation PDUs to codifyat once tends to make the data structures easier to be handled by theprotocols than schemes in which each APDU is codi�ed isolately, by theown ASE calling coding rotines, as the scheme described in [4].The synchronization assumption for the execution of SAO compo-nents and Presentation and Session layer entities makes the implemen-tations easier to be done and then more probable of being right. Thisassumption however requires new functionalities to control the use ofan association and its supporting presentation and session connections.In any case it seems that these new functionalities are easier to be re-alized than having to cope with the problems generated by the lack ofsynchronism.The implementation of the CCR protocol was done using the TDFESTELLE. This generated a speci�cation of the relationship of this pro-tocol with other Application layer components that is according to theimplementation structure here de�ned. This speci�cation can also beused to complement the TP ESTELLE speci�cation present in [18] andso allows for the study of a semi-automatic implementation of these pro-tocols.The SISDI-OSI is however under development and much work is stillnecessary to be done. Particularly the TP implementation is not com-plete. Other implementations for sure will bring more informations about
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